JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE Colloque C3, supplkment au n03, Tome 45, mars 1984 page C3-249 DYNAMICAL EFFECTS IN NEUTRON OPTICS AND SPIN INTERACTIONS M. Forte Physics Division, Joint Research Centre -Ispra Establishment, 21020 Ispra (Val, I t a l y Re'sume' -On e'tudie la production d'effets d'optique neutronique qui sont sensibles 2 la diffusion non-en avant du spin dans l e s conditions de la diffraction dynamique. On considgre l e s c a s d e s interactions spin-orbite et des interactions hypothe'tiques qui violent P et T.
In the study of low-energy neutron spin interactions, the most sensitive experiments a r e based on neutron optical effects. We consider, f o r example, the Pviolation effects, namely the spin rotation and the helicity-dependent transmission due to weak c u r r e n t s i n the neutron nuclear interaction, ,which have been observed with various nuclear targets and a r e reviewed i n different papers of this Workshop.
Effects of the f i r s t and of the second kind a r e determined, respectively, by the r e a l and by the imaginary spin-dependent part of the optical potential. In ordinary t a r g e t s , the optical potential i s proportional to the forward coherent scattering factor Fo of target c e n t r e s , thus excluding the possibility of optical effects related to spin-orbit and t o other spin interactions, violating both the P and T symmetry, which do not contribute to forward scattering.
In a perfect crystal, instead, the propagation of coherent neutron waves, approaching diffraction conditions ko-lch = = (reciprocal lattice vector), i s strongly dependent on the periodical potential structure, _which appears i n the expression of the wave vectors in the combination FhF-h = FF of the reflection and antireflection structure factors. Therefore, coherent spin effects related to non-forward spin scattering a r e possible and can be described by the dynamical theory of diffraction. Different aspects and c a s e s a r e considered i n a previous work /1/ (and references therein), looking a t spin effects in the emergent transmitted and reflected neutron beams. We shortly review a few relevant points.
The scattering amplitudes, f o r the considered spin interactions, a r e antisymmet r i c : f6(k, k t ) = -&(kt, h) . In this c a s e , a non-monoatomic acentric structure i s n e c e s s a r y t o have spin t e r m s in F F . Assuming a complex f, = ( s t i s ' ) o3 and a r e a l nuclear amplitude fn, and separating the contributions of each amplitude t e r m , we have The relevant spin t e r m s , referring the relative phase angles t o 6 , = 0, a r e given by R~( F F ) O / 1 F , I = -2(F$ I s i n 6;, I~( F F ) , / IFn I = 2 s i n 6, and produce, respectively, spin rotation and spin transmission effects. The role of r e a l and imaginary amplitudes i s exchanged, with r e s p e c t to ordinary optics, Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyscol:1984342 and the magnitude of spin effects i s essentially independent of IF, ) .
The electromagnetic spin-orbit interaction gives a pure imaginary amplitude f S a i/.g.kxklFe, with Fe the electric atom f o r m factor. Related spin rotation effects can be quite large, f o r example rotation angles per c m a1 -1, in the case of quartz and, therefore, could offer a realistic possibility to s t a r t a n experimental investigation of dynamical spin effects with perfect and non-perfect crystals.
The nuclear spin-orbit is usually negligible, but can be enhanced, with a complex amplitude, in the presence of near-threshold p-resonances. Referring to known nuclear p a r a m e t e r s , but to hypothetical c r y s t a l samples, we estimate spin rotations a1 2.
, . ,
10-3 and polarization transmission effects p e r c m = 10-3 " 10-4. A d i r e c t determination of these p-wave effects a t threshold, with particular nuclei, may be interesting in connection with P-violation experiments.
A simultaneous violation of P and T i n the neutron-nucleon interaction would allow a t e r m f p~ oc i G p~ ~( h -k t ) in nuclear scattering /2/. In the vicinity of a p -r e s onance, f p~ i s expected t o be strongly enhanced and complex, in analogy with Podd T-even interactions / 3 / . We may a l s o r e f e r to known enhanced P-violation effects and to assumptions on the relative coupling strength G P T / G~ /2,4/, for a n indicative upper limit estimate: a1 (, A conceivable EDM experiment should be based on a backreflection configuration, in the Bragg case, to suppress spin-orbit effects. P a r t icular techniques and feasibility problems a r e discussed in / I / .
Also f o r the possibility of a n experimental investigation of relatively l a r g e effects, a crucial problem i s the existence of a suitable c r y s t a l target. Acentric s t r u c t u r e s a r e not s o r a r e and, i n a few c a s e s , c r y s t a l s of good quality a r e available including a variety of nuclides, however, a question t o be f i r s t investigated concerns the degree of perfection which i s really c r i t i c a l to observe dynamical spin effects.
In the next p a r t of this work we analzse the generation of spin effects inside a p e rfect crystal. Certain p a r a m e t e r s a r e defined i n the usual way by boundary conditions which r e f e r to a plane plate of thickness d, however we will put into evidence r a t h e r general relations and results, relevant for a further investigation of spin effects in non-perfect crystals.
In the vicinity of a reflection, ko-kn = h, we consider the plane -wave solution in a periodical potential where t i s the penetration depth in extinction length units, putting t = 0 a t the ent r a n c e surface. The spin effects a r e essentially due to spin t e r m s i n the expozent i a l factors of (Z), given by a reduced form ( w h e r e got i s a coordinate along k o )
In other c a s e s we can safely approximate
In the Bragg c a s e , we implicitly exclude the range where w2 ,< 0 (no transmission).
The with N the sum of numerators, to have A o++Ao-= P (0) = P k(0) = 1. Therefore, in the Bragg case, the wave amplitudes include a pendglliisung factor, with a n effective dependence on spin t e r m s . Finally, we can evaluate the neutron flux polarization, given by
In the Bragg case, where P(d) i s the transmitted beam polarization, we have
In {P3(t)}, only the constant t e r m i s a n average. According t o (9) and (4), some enhancement of spin effects (not included i n our previous estimates) i s expected n e a r the total reflection edge (w + 0) and it\ a s y m m e t r i c reflection withlg\>>l, i n the Laue case too.
To describe the spin rotation around f 3, due to wu = a 3 , with I ad] <<I, we may consider a n incident beam completely polarized along X I . The same f o r m a l r e l ations a r e obtained but with -a, S2, P 2 , e t c . , in place of b, S3, P g , etc. The approximate spin rotation i s then given by P2.
F o r a sufficiently l a r g e resonance e r r o r and a relatively low reflection intensity, t h e r e i s a predominant Io+ o r I,-, with a spin phase-velocity two o r -wo, c o rresponding t o the e r r o r sign. In this approach, by dividing (7) by ( 5 ) , we obtain the simple relation P3x -2bgot ( x / l x l ) , where b cx g w -l , and the analogous for P2.
In general, i n the l i m i t~2 > >~~F , that i s W % X = g(8-$B), a solution (2) reduces t o one refracted y a v e propagating in a direction n e a r ko, in a spin-dependent opt i c a l potential (FF)u/2(8-8B). This form, independent of boundary conditions, r e p r e s e n t s the effective dynamical o r "resonance" neutron spin interaction with the crystal.
A relevant question concerns the existence of coherent spin effects in non-perfect c r y s t a l s , where the optical-potential periodicity i s altered. In this case, simple plane wave solutions like (2) do not apply, but may be replaced following Takagi /5, 6/, by wave packets with a space representation
where Do(r), Dh(x) a r e (narrow) distribution functions around refracted and reflected neutron t r a j e c t o r i e s , which satisfy partial differential equations of the kind
,. A
where qo, qh a r e coordinates along ko, kh. The lattice deformation, a s a function of position, a p p e a r s in X' = X-k-l(a/aqh)h. y ( r ) , where i s the displacement of the a t o m s of a unit cell (regarded a s rigid) with respect to a perfect reference lattice, f o r which X i s defined. Usually, the second t e r m in XI i s assumed relatively s m a l l and slowly varying. In regions with no distortion, the Takagi equations a r e s a t i sfied by a packet of ordinary solutions (2). As a f i r s t approach we consider the case of a back reflection, in the Bragg c a s e , i n a system composed of quasi-perfect blocks of a sufficient size (at least s e v e r a l estinction lengths) with tilt angles, r elative to the reference lattice, definitely l e s s than the intrinsic width of the reflection (dminutes). Therefore, i n any block, g = -1 and X t ( r ) X (reference value, determined by k). F o r neutrons transmitted on a given side of the transmission curve, a substantial spin effect will r e s u l t by the accumulation of regular i n c r ements in each block while weak i r r e g u l a r spin changes through g r a i n boundaries may be disregarded.
The influence of lattice distortion can be studied by eq. (1 1) with (a/aqh) = -(a/aqo), which may be rewritten in reduced units t=klFn1 qo, x1=x'/1Fn(, etc. The equation admits a +ble solution iDo(x). I t is easily seen that, by introducing a s m a l l s p i n t e r m in FF = J F , )~ + (FF), = IFn 1' (l+ccr3), the solution i s varied, approximately, by a factor exp[io3 b+(t)] -(for 6+ <<l), such that -(L c/2w1)dt, with w' = (x12-1) 1 /2 Therefore, a l s o in non-periodical solutions Do+, respective spin-dependent phasefactors can be separated (with 6 +(t) depending En the neutron trajectory) and spin coherence i s preserved. This simple extension of the perfect-lattice c a s e (where w ' (~) = w and c/2w1 = a o r ib) specifies the qualitative description of spin effects in the previous picture, and allows to foresee qualitatively s i m i l a r effects i n d i storted blocks and in the whole crystal. Indeed, with reasonable physical a s s u m ptions, further considerations following the line of previous c a s e s , support the sign coherence of spin effects along neutron t r a j e c t o r i e s , when the transmission occurs on one side of the effective reflection curve (including distortion and mosai c broadening and assuming no satellites). In particular, a description with one wave-packet (either Do+, 6+ o r Do-, 6, ) i s meaningful in the limit of a good t r a n smission in analogy with the perfect c r y s t a l case. In summary, tke existence of coherent spin effects does not necessarily require a long-range coherence of neutron waves but, a t l e a s t a sign coherence of the differential spin-dependent phase velocity (or attenuation) along the neutron trajectories.
The present discussion i s preliminary, and does not consider, f o r instance, the role of waves reflected and diffused by c r y s t a l imperfections. Besides the exa c t back-reflection, other c a s e s should be considered. Finally, we suggest that an alternative mechanism f o r the selection of neutron waves with univocal spin effects i s naturally occurring in (moderately) absorbing c r y s t a l s and, particularly, in the anomalous transmission (also in the reflection) in the Laue case.
